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KOAN ZEN FROM THE INSIDE

Jeff Shore

This is a revised version of lectures for the 19th Sum-

mer Seminar on Buddhism (June 19-30, 1995), held at the

Bodhi Manda Zen Center in Jemez Springs, New Mexico,

sponsored by the Philosophy Department of the Universi-

ty of New Mexico and the Mt. Baldy Zen Center. Some of

this material was also presented for the Maha Karuna and

Zen-Dojo groups in Leuven, Belgium at the University of
Leuven (July 14, 1995) and at a one day retreat at the

Keizersberg Benedictine Abbey (July 15, 1995).

INTRODUCTION

Buddhism begins, historically speaking, with the awakening of

Shakyamuni Buddha, Zen Buddhism is considered the school or teach-

ing that eschews all else and males this self-awakening its prime con-

cern and focus. The Zen koanl/r^\#lhas been hailed as the exempla-

ry teaching "method" and a superlative contribution to religious prac-

tice.

The gradual spread and extensive use of formalized koan, howev-

er, have also been considered proof of Zen's decline from the "gold-

en age" of spontaneous mond6[F"16; lit. "question and answer"]out of

which koan originated. And what of the present koan system in use

at Rinzai monasteries throughout Japan and in some Western Zen

centers? Is it the crowning glory of the Zen school, as some con-

tend, or a kind of cormption necessary to keep Zen alivd Or is such

formalization and ossification the deathblow to an already comatose
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tradition? To what extent are koan an im-mediafe (ie, un-mediated) ex-

pression of awakening, a unique and superlative religious heritage, an

invaluable contribution to humankind? And to what extent are they hol-

low shells, mere echoes of distant greatness? These are some ques-

tions I'd like to discuss with you.

Koan can be explained and interpreted in many ways. I will intro-

duce four related dimensions of the koan: probbm, challenge, probe, ex'

pression. Interweaving traditional accounts with modern Japanese com-

mentary, we will briefly examine the Zen understanding of Shakyamuni

Buddha, and the legendary encounter between Bodhidharma and the

second patriarch of Chinese Zen. This will give a sense of the koan

as what I call problem-challenge. Next we will look at the words and

deeds attributed to some Chinese monks from the late Tang Dy-

nasty (618-907) on, to get a sense of koan as probe-expression. Then

we will turn our attention to Japanese Zen, centeing on the Edo Pe-

riod (1603-1867) master Hakuin. Brief autobiographical essays of twen-

tieth century Zen laymen D. T. Suzuki and Shin'ichi Hisamatsu can

give us a glimpse of the inner workings of modern-day Japanese Zen

practice, thus avoiding some problems of historicity.t Finally, we will
look at some criticisms of koan practice, then consider its possible role

in a contemporary international setting-like this one.

I think it will become clear as we go along that each person's strug-

gle and awakening profoundly affect the subsequent teaching methods

they adopt. But we should also be aware that it works the other way

around: Each person's social-historical context, their experience and

learning before awakening, can have a strong influence on the way they

understand, interpret, and express that awakening (ie, awakening does

not occur in a vacuum).

The real purpose of these lectures, however, will be to prompt each

of us, myself included, to examine our own understanding of Zen and

the koan, and perhaps even come away with deeper, fresher insight into
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the koan and its relation to our own life-practice (be it formal Zen prac-

tice or just life). I look forward to going into more detail and learn-

ing from all of you during the discussions.

For my basic approach, let me briefly quote the twentieth century

Japanese Zen thinker and layman Keiji Nishitani. In the opening to his

work, Religion and Nothingness, he says of religion and the religious
quest:

....we cannot understand what religion is from the out-

side. The religious quest alone is the key to understand-

ing it; there is no other way. This is the most important
point to be made regarding the essence of religion.2

This applies not only to religion in general, but certainly to Bud-

dhism and Zen, perhaps most emphatically to the koan. Replace "re-

ligion" with "koan" in Nishitani's quote and we have:

....we cannot understand what a koan is from the out-

side. The religious quest alone is the key to understand-

ing it; there is no other way. This is the most important
point to be made regarding the essence of. a koan.

To put it bluntly, koan reduced to mere objects of academic study, puz-

zles or repartee, "to impress an interlocutor, to gain the upper hand,"3

are, in effect, no longer living koan at all. But I'm getting ahead of my-

self.

Nishitani goes on to state that the question "What is religion?" can

only truly be asked, let alone answered, when the question has been

deepened to the extent that it gets turned around, turned inside out.

That is, only when the questioning deepens to include the very ques-

tioner himself-when the question of what religion is for transforms
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into the question of what 1 am for-does one enter the realm of the

religious: "When we come to doubt the meaning of our existence in this
way, when we have become a question to ourselves, the religious quest

awakens within us."a

KOAN AS PROBLEM.CHALLENGE

With this in mind, if we first grasp the koan as our own living prob-

lem, the rest follows naturally. To do this, let's look at the Zen Bud-

dhist understanding of Shakyamuni. If Shakyamuni is mentioned in

a Zen context, the legend of his "flower sermon" often comes to mind.

This is found in case six of the classic Chinese koan collection pop-

ularly known as the MumonkanlCh.:Wu'm0n kuan ^&-F1H; Gateless Bar'
rier first published around 12291. Before a huge congregation await-

ing his enlightening words, Shakyamuni, without uttering a word, raises

a flower that he happens to have in his hand. As is clear from their
faces, everyone is u'aiting, perhaps thinking, "Nice flower, now how about

some enlightening words?" Only Mahakashapa "hears" Shakyamuni's

eloquent sernon, and thus receives the "Dharma transmission."s

We'll look more at this legend, which is also an important koan, be-

low. But now I'd like to go back one step further to how Shakyamuni
got there in the first place. That is, what was Shakyamuni's "koan"?

What droue Shakyamuni to leave home and family-everything-to un-

dergo severe austerities, finally to sit under the Bodhi tree? What was

his probleml How do we understand this? Traditionally of course, it's
not spoken of as a "koan" at all. It's expressed as dukkha in Pali, the

suffering or dis-ease of illness, aging, death, and ultimately life itself;

samsara, or shijilLft,lin Japanese. In a word, I would say Shakyamuni

came to the shattering realization that we human beings cannot come

completely to rest in our be-ing, however we may be-whether mon-

arch or mendicant.

According to the Aaatamsaka Sutra, Shakyamuni expressed his awak-
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ening this way: "How wonderful! All sentient beings are endowed with
the great wisdom and virtuous characteristics of the Tathagata!" But

again, how did he awaken-what were the circumstances before his

awakening? In the U.S. in 1958, D. T. Suzuki had a discussion with

Shin'ichi Hisamatsu; there Suzuki said (in Japanese):

Look at Shakyamuni's practice: first he had a dualistic

understanding, so he got nowhere with it, then he tried aus-

terities, but because he was still concentrating on a goal

he ran into a dead end. Finally he had no choice but to
struggle on within the doubt block[fttr]or great doubtlt
ftl: "What do I do?!"[Di L(v'vli']. People afterwards

have said that Shakyamuni then thought, "This time if I
don't break through I won't get up from this seat." But we

really don't know whether Shakyamuni actually sat with
such a thought as to break through or not. He just sat with
this "What do I do?!"-We can see that as an historical

fact or we can see it from the fact of our own religious ex-

periencel,L'4F!ffii61. Just sitting like this for one week is

what is now called a sesshin And then with the self-

presentation of the great doubtttftrflEfil, Shakyamuni saw

the light of the morning star (and awakened).6

Looking at his autobiographical essay "Early Memories," we can see

that this is Suzuki's own story-he's interpreting Shakyamuni in light

of his own experience. In the above conversation with Hisamatsu, Suzuki

even says that "we can see it from the fact of our own religious expe-

rience." (The Japanese expression that I've freely rendered in this con-

tort as "religious experience" literally refers to something like "psycho-

logical processes.")

However we speak of it though, Suzuki's interpretation certainly lacks
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scholarly objectivity. But such "objectivity" carries its own presupposi-

tions, its own agenda, which can cause one to completely miss the point

here, as Nishitani's opening statement about the religious quest shows.

What, after all, does it mean to grasp a koan "objectively"?

To offer a thoroughly "subjective" interpretation, the twentieth cen-

tury Zen master S6gen Omori wrote the following in an article (in Jap-

anese) on koan Zen:

To grasp the true self, one must confront the contra-

diction that this self is, and, how should I put it, con-

front the despair over this life filled with hardship-direct-
ly confront this life which is none other than the suffer-

ing that Shakyamuni spoke of; thus one comes to know

the limits of being human....[All koan arelnothing but liv-

ing accounts of people of old who gave all they had to seek

this true self.7

He concludes the article: "The value of a koan can only be known When

one has tasted suffering unto death by struggling with the koan."

As with all living koan, Shakyamuni's "koan" cannot remain just a

problem though-to take effect it must finally become anultimate chal-

lenge, then a positive probe and expression. We could say that for Suzuki,

ShakyamunT's problem, traditionally spoken of as the inevitable dis-ease

of dukkha or samsara, finally became exacerbated into the self-imposed

challenge: "What do I do?!" For Suzuki, Shakyamuni had gotten to the
point where there was no longer any way, any method to follow. Leg-

end has it that Shakyamuni had already mastered great austerities, but
all to no avail because he realized that the problem was still with him.

Suzuki sees this final "What do I do?!" coming from out of the very

depths of Shakyamuni's being as a kind of final, self-imposed claal-

lenge, as his "great doubt."
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And after Shakyamuni's awakening, we can see his (again self-

imposed) probe as "What do I do?"-now in a eompletely different sense

of just to pass away peacefully having rcalized final calm and extinc-

tion, or "descend the mountain" out of compassion for others. (Tradi-

tion has it, of course, that he decided on the latter.) Then, his pos-

itive expression can be seen in all his subsequent activities, from his

flower sennon to "preaching for forty-nine years yet never uttering a
word." We will return to koan as probe-expression below.

Let me now turn from these admittedly roughshod interpretations

about the life of Shakyamuni to the tradition of Zen proper. Case

forty-one of the above-mentioned Mumonkan koan collection gives this
legendary account of the encounter between the first patriarch of Chi-

nese Zen, Bodhidharma, and the person who went on to become the

second patriarch:

Bodhidharma sat in zazen facing the wall. The second

patriarch, who had been standing in the snow, cut off his

arm and said, "Your disciple is not yet at peace. I beg you,

my teacher, please give me peace." Bodhidharma said,

"Bring your self forth, then you shall have peace!"[After

some time]the second patriarch said, "I have searched for
my self and I am, finally, unattainable." Bodhidharma said,

"Now you have thoroughly found peace!"'

This account provides us not only with the beginnings of the Zen

tradition, but with the heart and soul of koan study. The twentieth cen-

tury Zen master Zenkei Shibayama emphasizes its importance not only

for Zen or religious practice, but for the pursuit of truth: "This koan,

though it looks simple, deals with the most serious and important point

in truth-seeking."e

What's the problem here? The disciple states: "I am not at peace!"
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What a succinct statement of the problem! What's the challenge?

Shakyamuni's challenge to himself was, according to Suzuki, "What do

I do?!" Here it's precisely articulated in words attributed to Bodhidhar-

ma, the father of Zen: "Bring yourself forth, then you shall have peace!"

The second patriarch has been grasped by the problem, but he hasn't
plumbed it to its depths, thus his desperate plea. Bodhidharma, with
his challenge, is attempting to help the second patriarch plumb the

depths. For only then can it be resolved. Like Shakyamuni, the sec-

ond patriarch had already done all that he possibly could: supposed-

ly he had already mastered the Taoist and Confucian classics, and even

gained some insight from Buddhist study. But I am not at peace! (What

do I do?!) Bring yourself forth, then you shall have peace! In other words,

only by exhausting oneself in this search can one find peace. This is

the "short-cut method" of Zen, Bodhidharma's "direct pointing"[H*e'].

Shibayama, further commenting on this koan, states:

By making this search one may finally be led to the real-

ization that every effort is in vain. True peace of mind, how-

ever, can be obtained only when one is awakened to the

stark-naked fact that every effort is ultimately in vain. Seek,

struggle, and despair! He who has never wept all night in
struggle and despair will not know the happiness of satori.

Shibayama goes on to mention the struggles of Lin-chilRinzai]and
Hakuin, two Zen masters we will soon meet. He then offers a person-

al confession and ends with some precious advice:

Master Lin-chi[Rinzai]was described as "the monk of
pure, singlehearted discipline" for three years. Later he

spoke of those training days of his own: "Years ago, when

I was not enlightened, I was in sheer darkness altogeth-
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er." Master Hakuin said, "I felt as if I were sitting in an

ice cave ten thousand miles thick." IlShibayama]myself

shall never forget the spiritual struggle I had in sheer dark-

ness for nearly three years. I would declare that what is
most important and invaluable in Zen training is this ex-

perience of dark nights that one goes through with his whole

being.to

These views are not limited to modern laymen and interpreters like
Nishitani or Suzuki, nor to more traditional Zen mastirs like Omori

or Shibayama, nor even to men of old like Hakuin or Lin-chi: much

of the Zen tradition speaks with one voice here. Indeed, who in this
world cannot hear similar cries echoing in the depths of their own heart?

Kitar6 Nishida, the twentieth century Japanese philosopher and Zenlay-
man, once wrote, "....if even for a moment we stop and seriously ponder

this world we live in, or seriously try to live our life, we must inevitab-

ly arrive at such a doubt."tt
The importance of this koan for the Zen tradition cannot be overes-

timated. Again, it not only provides us with the beginnings, albeit leg-

endary, of the Zen tradition, but with the heart of koan study. And
it does this without mentioning any means or method whatsoever, apart

from the problem, and the challenge to exhaust oneself in this search!

In this core legend of the Zen tradition, Bodhidharma does not even

suggest sitting in zazen. What does he suggest? "Bring yourself forth,
then you shall have peace!"

In other words, it is the second patriarch's being gripped. by the /rob-
lem, and, Bodhidharma's challenge that are essential here. To the ex-

tent that we are gnpped by such a problem ourselves, and take this
challenge seriously, it ceases to be an old legend and can become, for
us, a living koan. And if we take this challenge all the way to the end

in actual practice, we can realize that, indeed, I am unattainable: there
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is no self to bring forth.
Thus, while koan-as-problem is the core entrance, mere awareness

of the problem. however acute, is not enough. Only when it is plumbed

to the depths does the "answer" emerge; only when I plumb myself to
the depths do "I" emerge as the "answer." This is koan as formu-

lated compassionate challenge to help someone plumb the depths of the
problem and thus awaken. All koan can serve as this fundamental
problem-challenge Shakyamuni's "What do I do?!" Bodhidharma's

"Bring yourself forth!" the sixth patriarch's "Who is it that thus comes?"

Lin-chi's "Speak, speak!" Not to mention typical koan such aslWhat
islChao-chot)'s "Wtt" 06sht's uMu") or Hakuin'slWhat islthe sound of

the single hand." Ultimately speaking though, almost anything can be-

come a koan-if we take it far enough. On the other hand, any tradi-
tional koan such as " Wu" ot "The sound of the single hand" can-

not begin to work as a living koan until it is grasped-and we are grasped

by it.
Problem, challenge, probe, and expression: Rather than defining the

koan, these four facets reveal different dimensions. Every koan, at least

potentially, has these four dimensions-and probably more. Certain koan

reveal certain dimensions more clearly though, as we shall see.

A LITTLE HISTORY, A PINCH OF LAW

The Master[Mu-chou]saw a monk coming toward him and

said, "It's a genj6k6anlfr,/nrlt^#: obvious casel, but I
release you from thirty blows!"t'

It is well known that the word koan[/r.\#]is a juridical term refer-

ring to a public case[/r"\Fo*ffi]. But why was such a term used? The

Chinese m aster Chung-f 6ng Ming-p€n I Chrih6 My6hon Fd4EE#; 1263-1323]

is often quoted: He compares koan to legal cases used as precedents

in public law courts; just as someone in the secular world, if he could
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not settle something for himself, would go to the local magistrate to

have it settled, so the Zen student would go to a master, who would

settle it "on the basis of the koans."tt But again, what does a reli-
gious quest have to do with questions of legal authority? Why was such

a term used? The legal connection is invariably mentioned in studies

on the subject, but the reasons for it are unclear.

We can speculate: Perhaps it was one way of shaking Buddhism free

from its scholastic bent and bringing it into the Chinese vernacular.

Making accusations, threatening (and occasionally even carr5'ing out!)

actual punishments ("twenty blows" "thirty blows" "shackled in can-

gue and chains" etc.) was certainly an effective way of making the
master's verdict strike home. (Perhaps in a similar way the Bud-

dhist concept of sense gates was transformed into the very concrete

"barrier gate" through which one could not pass without the proper

legal documents.) Perhaps as the movement away from sutra-reliance

in Zen Buddhism leaned too far, these public record mond6-dynam-
ic exchanges between living people*came to replace the sutras as a
kind of authoritative written document.

At any rate, Chinese law in the Tang Dynasty was largely com-

posed of legal prescriptions which served as models. Since the emper-

or and his representatives were considered responsible to Heaven for
disturbances on earth, punishment was a way of restoring the cos-

mic equilibrium. No appeal was possible for a precedent set by an ear-

lier case, and the very occurence of a legal case was deemed a disturb-

ance, so punishment was usually the outcome. Further, citizens had an

obligation to denounce wrongdoers to the magistrate's office, which
served as the court on certain days of the month. There was no civ-

il law as we know it, and if no section of the legal code covered a cer-

tain case, there was always the convenient catchall section: Things which
ought not to be doneltn This legal system should be kept in mind as

we survey some examples of "koan" usage attributed to early masters.
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Mu-chou[Bokuj0 ffi,.j'l'l; aka (also known as) Ch'6n Tsun-su; Chin Son-

shuku [*€ffi;780?-877?]was a disciple of Huang-po Hsi-yiin[Obaku Kiun

it*friE; d. 850?1. According to The Ching-t7 Transmission of the Flame

I C hins-t7 C h'uan'tOng Lu; K eito ku Dentdro ku ElmffiBffi; compiled in 10041,

Mu-chou was an outstanding example of a master who metes out such

punishment. Later we will see what a pivotal role he played:

[Master Mu-chou said,] "Ever since I came to preside here,

I have not seen one man free from attachment. Why don't
you come forward?" A monk then came up to him. The Mas-

ter said, "My supervisor is not here, so you had better go

outside the gate and give yourself twenty blows." The monk
protested: "Where is my mistake?" The Master said, "You

have added a lock to your canguelie, portable pillory worn

by criminalsJ."ls

The monk apparently did no more than approach the master-he didn't
even open his mouth-yet he was rejected in this perfunctory man-

ner. Why? You might think that Mu-chou refused even to challenge the
monk. But perhaps Mu-chou's entire approach should be taken as one

great challenge to our very way of being-a challenge to examine one-

self from the ground up, so to speak.

Let's return to the example quoted earlier: "The MasterlMu-chou]saw

a monk coming toward him and said, 'It's a genjdk6anLF,,zF-FL*#;

obvious case/ie, your crime is obviousl, but I release you from thir-
ty blows!"'

This is considered the earliest usage of the term genj6k6an, and one

of the earliest usages of the term koan as well. (But here it's like O.

J. Simpson walking into the courtroom to begin hearings and Judge Ito

slams down his gavel and declares "Guilty!" Or bowing before enter-

ing the sanzen room to have a formal interview, but the master is al-
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ready ringing his bell to indicate the interview is over and snarling, "Get

outta" here!") One very effective way of challenging the student to get

down to the problern, isn't it? And a gripping challenge it must have

been in light of the legal connotations! Imagine a monk who has left
the world of dust to seek the pure Dharma, but upon approaching the
master he's treated like a common criminal!

Case ten of the classic Chinese koan collection published in 1129, The

Blue Cffi Record, enshrrnes Mu-chou with this encounter-where he gives

the monk just enough rope to hang himself:

Mu-chou asked a monk, "Where have you just come

from?" The monk immediately shouted "Ho!"["Kaaa!" or
"Katsu!"J . Mu-chou said, "I've been shouted at by you once."

Again the monk shouted. Mu-chou said, "After three or four
shouts, then what?" The monk had nothing to say. Mu-chou

then hit him and said, "What a thieving phoney you are!"r6

There are many other such examples in the brief chapter oI The

Ching-td Transmission of the Flame devoted to Mu-chou: "Go away and
give yourself blows!" "I will release you from thirty blows. Give them
to yourself and get out of here." "Carry a cangue, present a state-

ment of your crime, and get out of here by yourself." "First I will re-

buke your crime with a written statement, and then I will grant you

blows."

If we grasp the koan/genj6kdan as problem-challenge, and see the
effective use of the juridical analogy, such classic Tang mond6 aren't
so strange or incomprehensible after all. Given the social-historical con-

ter<t, perhaps they were quite a natural and effective challenge at the
time-a true genj6k6an.

Lin-chi I-hsiian[RinzaiGigen ffiitr#*;d.866]is much more well known
than Mu-chou, so I won't repeat his story here.tt Let me introduce just
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one event in the life of Lin-chi, to see what the twentieth century lay-

man Hisamatsu does with it:

The head monk went up to Lin-chi and said, "How many
years have you been here?" When Lin-chi told him he had

been there three years, the head monk said, "Three years?

Why don't you go to the Master and ask him for instruc-

tion?" Lin-chi replied, "I don't know what to ask. What
should I ask about?"

Hisamatsu explicates:

Now, what about this? I am sure we could think of any

number of things to ask. To us, it seems inconceivable that
someone engrossed for three whole years in practice-

samadhi would have nothing to ask about. But what is the

ultimate question? Buddhism asks ultimate questions and
gives ultimate answers. What about you? Right at this mo-

ment, what should you ask? How many people know how

to ask? Do such people even exist? Can you ask a ques-

tion, the answer to which, if received, will resolve your fun-

damental problem once and for all? If the question remains

merely in our heads, it cannot become an ultimate ques-

tion which will clarify for us the essence of the "special

transmission apart from the scriptures." Here is where the

significance of the Great Doubt Block comes in. To ask the

ultimate question-there is nothing else beyond that.l8

While some commentators emphasize Lin-chi's "faith," Hisamatsu's em-

phasis on one's own ultimate problem-question makes perfect sense

when seen in light of his own religious struggle. (See footnote 1 for
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Hisamatsu's autobiographical essay.)

By the way, do you know who that perceptive and considerate head

monk was, the one who directed Lin-chi to question the master? Mu-

chou! Earlier we saw him as the mature master refusing monks even

a place to find footing, That view needs to be tempered: Here he's ur-
ging Lin-chi to go ask the master, Huang-po (Obaku), and it is through
such a pursuit that Lin-chi finally is able to awaken. Let's turn now
to that event as a classic illustration of....

KOAN AS PROBE-EXPRESSION

Mu-chou suggests that Lin-chi go to the master, Huang-po, and ask

about the essential meaning of the Buddha Dharma. Lin-chi does as

he's told, but each time he asks, the master just hits him. Lin-chi despairs

after getting struck repeatedly. Finally, and again through the inter-
vention of the head monk Mu-chou, he visits Kao-an Ta-yii[K6an Daigu

HFJtffi; ndl:

Lin-chi: "Whenever I went to inquire about the essen-

tial meaning of the Buddha Dharma, all he[Huang-po]would

do is give me a good, sound beating. I have no idea where

my fault is that he had to hit me so.

Ta-yilchallenges)'."What! Huang-po was so kind in caring

for your troubles, and now you have the nerve to come to

me and ask whether you were at fault or not?!"

Lin-chi awakensland spontaneotsly erpresses itl: "Ah! Is
that all there is to Huang-po's Buddha Dharma?!"

Ta-yilbrobesl: "Why, you bed-wetting little brat! You just

showed up here, and now you're boasting that there's not

much to Huang-po's Buddha Dharma. What exactly have

you seen? Speak, speakl"
Lin-chi[again expressing it]grves Ta-yii a couple of good
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pokes in the rib....'n

For those of you not familiar with Lin-chi[Rinzai]: He later be-

came famous for his shout "Ho!"["Kaaa!" or "Katsu!"]which he free-

ly dispensed, depending on the seeker and circumstances, as prob-

lem, challenge, probe, expression. According to The Record of Lin'chi,

he emphasized the need to attain "true insight" IFE F,MlIor oneself,

the term "koan" does not appear in his RecorQ and when similar terms

do appear, Lin-chi is invariably condemning blind attachment to them:

"seize upon words from the mouths of old masters"; "clambering af-

ter the worthless contrivances of the men of old"; "turn to words and

phrases and from them create your understanding"; "inscribe the words

of some old dead guy in a great big notebook, wrap it up in four or
five squares of cloth, and won't let anyone look at it....Blind idiots! What

kind of juice are you looking for in such dried-up bones!"'o This is Lin-chi

lRinzai], the father of so-called Rinzai or koan Zen.

Let's look at an account of the life of Te-shan Hstian-chien [Tokusan
Senkan'ffi tlt Effi ; 780-8651 for another cl assic example of probe-expr€ssion.

He was a great scholar of. The Diamond Sutra. When he heard about

a gang of renegade monks in the south spreading the heretical teach-

ing of "direct pointing," he decided to go and put a stop to it. On the

way, however, he is accosted by an old woman selling fried rice cakes,

but is unable to answer her question. Thus he falls into deep doubt.

Summoning up his courage, he visits one of these heretic masters,

Lung-t'an Ch'ung-hsin [Ry6tan Srlshin/Ry0tan S6shin; FEHHfF; nd] . He

becomes completely absorbed in his encounter with the master. Final-

ly night falls. Reluctantly Te-shan takes leave of the master, but it is
pitch dark outside and he returns to the master. (Imagine Te-shan's

state of being.) The master hands Te-shan a lit candle-but then abrupt-

ly blows it out! With this wondrous challenge:le-shan awakens, then

prostrates hirnself before the master, who probes: "What did you see
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that you bow so?" Te-shan expresses his brand-new self; "From now on,

I will never doubt the words of the great Zen masters!" (Just a few days

ago he was intent on destroying this band of heretics!) The next day

he gives further expression by burning his precious commentaries on

The Diamond Sutra with these words:

Even though you thoroughly master the various and sun-

dry profundities, it is all like a single hair in the vast-

ness of space! To exhaustively study all important world-

ly affairs is like throwing a drop of water into an im-

mense gorge!"

Later Te-shan became known for accosting people with his stick: "If
you speak-thirty blows; and if you can't-thirty blows just the same!"

This was his statement of the problem-challenge, and also a probe, and

a positive expression of his own. As you may already know, Lin-chi's

shout and Te-shan's stick came to be identified as quintessential ex-

pressions of the "golden age" of Tang Zen.

We've just heard some famous koan which, according to the Zen tra-

dition, can be traced back to records ol spontaneous, original mondd (chal-

lenge and response; probe and expression). Let's look at the next step

in the development of koan, where previously stated koan are taken

up and used (reused), even commented on, as compassionate means.

OLD-CASE KOAN AS A TOOL

Yiin-mdn W6n-yen[Ummon Bun'en €FEI{E; d.949]and his awak-

ening encounter is well known, so let me just briefly repeat it here in

an early version:

Yiin-mdn goes to the master's door. The master: "Who is
it?" "It is me, Yiin-mdn." The master blocks the en-
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tranceland challengesJ: "Why do you keep coming?"

Yiin-m€n: "I am not clear about myself!" The master: "Old

drill in a rut[ie, utterly useless thing]!" pushes Yiin-m6n

out and slams the door[breaking his leg in later descrip-

tionsl. In this way Yiin-m€n awakens."

Guess who that old master was? Mu-chou.

Yiin-mdn was one of the first masters to take up statements of ear-

lier masters and use them as challenges, often adding his own alter-

nate answers and comments as well. While he thus may be consid-

ered responsible for the beginning of the end of the golden age of Zen,

he was also keenly aware of the dangers of blind imitation and tren-
chantly spoke out against it. To cite a classic e>rample where he first
mentions two masters that we have already met the stick-wielding
Te-shan - Yiin-m6n's Dharma grandfather, and Mu-chou - under whom
Yiin-m€n was awakened:

Haven't you heard that the instant Te-shan saw a monk

enter the gate, he took up his stick and drove him away?

And Mu-chou, seeing a monk come in through the gate, said:

"It's a genj6kdan[obvious case], but I release you from thir-
ty blows!"

Yiin-mdn then criticizes blind adherence to the sayings, the "koan," of

others, much as Lin-chi had done. (It seems clear that "koan" were of-

ten misappropriated from the very start):

And how should one deal with the rest? With this bunch

of windbags who gulp down other people's pus and slob-

ber, can recall heaps of rubbish, and display their don-

key lips and horse mouths everywhere, boasting: "I can ask
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questions in five or ten alternate ways"? Even if they ask

questions all day, with answers taking them into the night,

they will never see anything, not even in a dream....

Then, howeuer, Yiin-rndn himself goes on to cite koan- "entangling aine"

statements of others, and tells how to work with them as one's own prob-

lem:

The old men definitely had some wordsiH#; lit. "entan-

gling vines"lwhich could be of help. For instance[my teach-

erlHsudh-f6ng said: "The whole world is nothing but you."

Master Chia-shan said: "Get hold of me on the tips of the

hundred grasses, and recognize the emperor in the bus-

tling marketplace." Master Lo-p'u said: "The moment a sin-

gle speck of dust arises, the whole world is contained in

it. On lthe tip ofl a single lion's hair the whole body is man-

ifest."

Try to get a firm hold [on these sayingsl, pondering them

from all angles-and after days or years an entrance will
open by itself. This matter does not allow anyone to step

in for you; it is nothing but each person's very own mis-

sion....23

The gradual transformation from spontaneous mond6-exchanges to

the systematic use of "old-case" koan is usually attributed to the fact

that more and more people not yet fully gripped by the problem-like

the second patriarch was said to have been-were seeking out Zen

masters. Thus, the masters used these cases as a means to help the

inquirer get down to the problem at hand. The stellar rise of this cryp-

tic "Zen school" to a position of preeminence in China is not just a

matter of religious fervor, however. Social, historical, ritual, and insti-
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tutional considerations cannot be ignored.

FURTT{ER DEVELOPMENTS AND TENSIONS

By the time of Fdn-yang Shan-chao[Fun'y6 ZenshO {IY&#VA;947-1024),

sixth generation of the Lin-chi line, koan had reached a level of devel-

opment and refinement where koan collections were being made and

commented on. F6n-yang is said to have collected three hundred koan,

including one hundred old cases to which he added his own verse-

comments, one hundred cases of his own with his answers ap-

pended, and a final one hundred old cases with his alternate answers.

This collection became, according to Ruth Fuller Sasaki, "the models

for later literary productions of a similar kind.""
This movement, as you can imagine, was fraught with tensions from

its inception. The danger of creating more "vines" to cling to and get

attached to, may have been outweighed by the compassionate desire

to help others come to this awakening any way they could. This ten-

sion within the Zen schools reached a bizarre denouement of sorts with
Ta-hui Tsung-kao[Daie Sdkd; i,HtR; 1089-1163], and D6gen Kigen

[1200-1253]: Ta-hui, the father of k'an-hua ch'anlEifr&; "introspecting-

the-koan Zen"f , is said to have destroyed his own teacher's Blue Cliff
Record koan collection; meanwhile D6gen, considered the father of

"non-koan" S6t6 Zen in Japan, supposedly spent his last night in Chi-

na hand-copying it! Whatever the historical facts, these legends clear-

1y warn us against oversimplification of a complex and difficult prob-

lem for the Zen schools.

Since I have already given some sense of the koan as probe and pos-

itive expression, I will not dwell on D6gen, although some of his writ-
ings are classic enamples of this genre. For those interested in this as-

pect of Ddgen, see Hee-Jin Kim's "The Reason of Words and Let-

ters: D6gen and K6an Language." Here he examines language as non-
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dual "expression"[84$]without falling into the "traps and nets of words

and letters."2s

Apart from his literary expressions, however, D6gen's embodied ex-

pression of zaaen as dropped off body and mind, can be considered

his "short-cut method," his "direct pointing." Taking it as anything less

than one great genj6k6an, I think, fails to do it justice.

Recent scholarship has helped to show how some of the black-

and-white divisions in Zen history (us vs. the unenlightened) are more

the result of social-historical pressures and sectarian rivalries than mat-

ters of actual religious substance or "authenticity." The north-south,
gradual-immediate debate centering on the figure of the sixth patri-

arch, and the conflict attributed to Hung-chihlWanshi; 1091-1157]and

Ta-hui concerning quiet sitting and active introspection of the koan,

are examples. One way of putting the danger that lies behind the rhet-

oric and name-calling: S6t6 practice has a tendency to center on probe-

expression while glossing over problem-challenge; Rinzai practice, on

the other hand, can and at times does over-emphasize koan as problem-

challenge and neglects the aspects of probe-expression. As we will see

below, the modern koan system was one way of responding to this short-

coming in Rinzai Zen without relinquishing its primary focus on awak-

ening.

Before moving on to Japanese Zen, let's take a peek at the "ma-

ture" koan practice that gradually developed in China. Although put
in the mouth of the Tang master Huang-po (the teacher of Lin-chi and

Mu-chou), the work that this excerpt is taken from, Whips to Driue You

Through the Zen Barrier LCh'an-kuan Ts'6-chin; Zenhan Sahushin HIA
ftGl, was not published until 1600:

If you are for real, you will contemplate the public cases,

the koan.lFor example:]A monk asked Chao-chou, "Does

a dog have buddha-nature or not?" Chao-choa said, "Wu"
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l"Mu"; 'lNo, it doesn't"]. Contemplate this word "Wti'
twenty-four hours a day. Study it from morning to night.

Continually reflect on yourself, mobilize your energy, and

hold onto this word "Wu" whether you are walking, stand-

ing, sitting, or lying down, whether you are dressing or eat-

ing or going to the toilet. After long days and years, you

will be " Wu" through and through: unexpectedly, the
mind-flower will suddenly bloom, and you will awaken to
the devices of the buddhas and patriarchs....

Chu-hung, the compiler of Whips to Driue You Through the Zen Bar-

rier, appends this comment "This [lesson given by Huang-po] is the start-
ing point forlthe practice in]later generations of working on koan...."26

The following section on Ta-hui from the same work is re-

markable for its similarity; it seems the basic message has become firm-
ly established, perhaps entrenched or ensconced is a better word:

lTa-hui:lJust thoroughly investigate the problem your-

self at all times. When false thoughts arise, do not try to
use mind to stop them. Just introspect the koan. Wheth-
er you are walking or sitting, continue to thoroughly inves-

tigate. Keep on and on investigating. When there is no fla-
yor, no interest, this is a good tims do not abandon it. Sud-

denly the mind-flower comes to light, and shines on all

worlds in the ten directions.2T

Certainly a far cry from Mu-chou's pronouncements and genj6k6an.

KOAN ZEN IN JAPAN: AN INTRODUCTION

Japanese Zen, for the most part, faithfully followed, and occa-

sionally developed, this koan tradition. However, there were language
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problems for the early Japanese Zen monks during their sojourn in Chi-

na, and for Chinese immigrant masters in Japan. This resulted in an

increased emphasis on interviews with the master that were both pri'
rate and writtenl$ffil . There are even reports of Chinese 6migr6 masters

requiring monks to prove their ability in composing Chinese verse be-

fore accepting them as students. These conditions naturally made the

tradition more solidified and fixed, and also more literal and liter-

ary.

This tendency can be attributed not only to linguistic problems, but
to the Japanese penchant for preserving tradition. There were excep-

tions, however: Bassui Tokush6 [&W1&ffi; 1327 -7387], Ikkyt S6jun l-fF
*ffi;1394-14811, and Bankei Y6taku[#*)<E; I622-I693]are a few out-

standing examples of Japanese Zen masters who dared to be independ-

ent of the institutional traditions which sought to preserve Zen but ot-

ten stifled it.'?8

One interesting adaptation to contemporary needs was the so-called

Kamakura koan of the thirteenth century. These were koan com-

posed supposedly on the spot by Chinese 6migr6 masters (for exam-

ple, Lan-hsi Tao-lung[Rankei D6ryr1 *11*EE; 1213-1278]) for people of

the samurai class, who often had little time or inclination to master

the entire corpus of Chinese Zen literature. These beginning koan were

given in writing or through an interpreter, and were directly con-

nected to the samurai's situation. One example: "Surrounded by a hun-

dred enemies; how do you win without fighting or surrendering?" A few

strands of this kind of samurai-koan practice continued up into the

nineteenth century, partly through the efforts of Kogetsu Zensai[fiE
#M; Iffi7-I7511, a contemporary of Hakuin. This line of "samurai Zen"

is said to have finally died out at the turn of this century.ze

Another significant contribution to the growing corpus of koan col-

lections and commentaries was the exceptional capping phrases or ap-

pended verses [#=#/ T 
"'F] 

of Dait6 Kokushi lttrE tF; aka Shrlh6 My6ch6;
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1282-13381. These capping phrases came to play an important role in
modern koan Zen, as we shall see. As we've already seen, this prac-

tice of writing down one's own words as comments on old cases was

already done by F6n-yang in China approximately three hundred years

earlier. Similar to Fdn-yang's three-part collection, in Japan there were

three-part collections which centered on The Blue Cffi Record, with oth-

er koan to be done before and after. This seemed to be the koan cur-

riculum in the Ot6kanUfiHffilline, to which Dait6 Kokushi belonged

and which Hakuin helped revive in the eighteenth century. The Re'

cord of Lin-chi and the Mumonhan (Gateless Barrier) were used in oth-

er lines.3o

The so-called "purple robe incident" is one example of the sectar-

ian rivalry and political machinations that went on under the guise of
institutional Zen: When the Tokugawa shogunate strengthened its con-

trol of religious affairs in the early seventeenth century, a priest of the
Nanzenji branch of Rinzai Zen[Stden Ishin; 1569-1633], drafted ordinan-
ces regulating monastic life. This priest had also served as diplo-
matic advisor to the shogun, Tokugawa Ieyasu (d. 1616). Low and be-

hold, different regulations were drawn up for different Rinzai bran-

ches, and Nanzenji was put at the top while the Daitokuji and My6shin-
ji branches, which had close connections with the imperial court, were
given especially severe directives. Daitokuji regulations included:

The chief priest must complete thirty years of. Zen trun-
ing under an eminent master, solve the 1,700 koan, trav-

el to all high-ranking priests for instruction, be capable of

conducting both clerical and secular affairs, and have his

name forwarded to the shogunate for approval.3t

This was done partly to increase shogunate control by wresting the

emperor's privilege to confer the purple robe on chief priests.
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In 1628 Takuan S6hdti+ffitV;1573-1M5 , a leading Daitokuji priest,

drafted a rebuttal which stated correctly that 1,700 koan refers not to
a specific number of koan but to the number of masters mentioned

rn The Ching-t7 Transmission of the Flante. Takuan mentions a num-

ber of renowned Japanese Zen masters and declares that none of them

were known to have solved 1,700; for example, Dait6 Kokushi is said

to have mastered only 180. And thirty years training was unrealistic.
(One need only think of the approximate life expectancy in seven-

teenth century Japan.) Takuan again mentions a number of outstand-

ing Japanese Zen masters, and concludes that none of them spent thir-
ty years training. As a result, Takuan was sent into exile for three years

and Emperor Go-Mizun6[1596-1680; ruled 1612-1629] abdicated.

The misconception that koan have not played a significant role in

S6t6 Zen practice has been largely rectified by recent research into
D6gen's writings in the thirteenth century. That koan practice flourished

in S6t6 Zen at least into the sixteenth century, however, is not so well

known. In spite of efforts to eliminate koan practice by Keizan J6kin
(1268-1325), fourth patriarch of S6t6 Zen, it did indeed continue and

develop for a few hundred years. And a rich tradition it was, al-

though koan were not used in the same manner as in Rinzai Zen; true
to its convictions, S6t6 practice used koan more as probe and expres-

sion than as problem and challenge.

Koan "answer" books for both S6t6 and Rinzai have existed for cen-

turies. My emphasis on beginning with the koan as problem clearly

shows what my attitude will be toward such "answers": unless they

come from out of oneself they're not worth a thing. But to indicate the

slightly different "flavor" within different lineages and schools, let me

paraphrase the set "answers" to just the first koan of one case: the "flow-

er sermon" mentioned in the beginning of these talks, also known as

'Shakyamuni Holds Up a Flower"lMumonkan (Gateless Barr'ie), case

6; Ifrsoku Shibdgenzd +FtJEiEEFffi, case 1J.
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Unlike in Rinzai Zen, where the disciple is made to struggle and come

out with his own answer, in S6t6 Zen, again true to its convictions, the

master may freely instruct-initiate-the disciple in the correct an-

swer. The Ry6an line of S6td Zen, from Rydan Emyd (1337-1411), em-

phasizes Zen actionlkikan |ffiH; see belowlrather than words. So, the

traditional answer to "What is Shakyamuni's holding up a flower?" is

to walk innocently like a small child.

The Sekioku line of S6t6 Zen, from Sekioku Shinry6 (1345-1423), em-

phasizes the essential meaning or principlelrichi fr*; see belowl. The

traditional answer to "What is Shakyamuni's holding up a flower?" is

to statq "The meaning is within the person holding the flower, not with-
in the flower itself."3'

For the Takuj0 line (described below) of Rinzai Zen, the answer to
"What is Shakyamuni's holding up a flower?" is to silently raise the

nyoi lshort wooden stick always in front of the master during for-

mal interviewsl; this is the flower, and the action is meant to ex-

press great compassion.

While much can be gleaned from poring over written accounts, it's
remarkable how the details of koan practice right up to recent times

have remained vague and inconsistent. This is partly because the ear-

lier koan "public c&ses" carne to be considered a kind of private, se-

cret and esoteric oral teaching. Bits and pieces can be gathered; for ex-

ample, the threefold "classification" of koan into ichi, kikan, kOjOlFSLl

is mentioned in the writings of early Japanese masters such as Nampo

J6mydlffiiffiffinfr; 1235-1309, aka Dai6 Kokushi]-the teacher of Dait6

Kokushi, and Enni Ben'enIH€Htr; 1201-1280, aka Sh6ichi Kokushi]-
the founder of T6fukuji. The source of such three-fold classifica-

tions, however, can probably be traced back to Chinese Zen.33

The further "classification" of koan, however, is attributed to Hakuin

in the eighteenth century. What was this "classification"? First of all,

I use the word with hesitation: it's far from a systematic classifying.
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Many koan can be included in more than one class, there are differ-

ing interpretations of these divisions and their significance, and in prac-

tice they are not gone through strictly in this order either. With this
proviso, here are the four basic groupings:

| . hosshinl#B lit. Dharma body; Skt.: dharma'kdya): These are bas-

ic koan to wrestle with the problem and achieve a breakthrough into
nonduality. They include such koan as Chao-chou's "Wi'lMumonkan
(M), case 11; Hakuin's "Sound of the single hand"; the sixth patriarch's

"Without thinking good or evil, show me your original face"lM, case

231; Yun-men's answer to what is Buddha: "A dry piece of shit!"[M,
case 21letc. These hosshin koan are also sometimes called richilW&;
essential meaning or principlel.

2. hikanL&ffi Zen activityl: The twentieth century master S6nin

Kajitani explained the need for these koan in an article on the koan

system, where he wrots "Even though you may have penetrated the

hosshin, that does not necessarily mean that you can function fieely
in the world of discrimination [ie, dualityJ."3o Thus these kikan are ssed.

to bring the realization of nonduality into action. Kikan koan in-

clude Nan-ch'iian's "Cutting the cat"lM, case 141; Chao-chou's an-

swer to the meaning of Bodhidharma's coming from the west "The oak

tree in the garden" lM, case 371 ; Yun-men's answer to the question where

the activity of all the Buddhas comes from: "East mountain walks on

water"fshfrmon Katti'shfr RF1HffiF-; A Collection of Entangling Vines

frorn the Zen School-a koan collection compiled in Japan, case 571.

3. gonsenlE-# investigating through wordsl: Once one has bro-

ken through the hosshin, then brought one's realization forth and clear-

ly expressed it through the kikan, one must now give it expression in

words. Verbal e><pression had been a deadly trap; now it must be

mastered and put to use. (Capping phrases should also be seen in this
light.) Examples of gonsen: Yun-men's answer to his own question: "Eve-

ry day is a fine day"lThe Blue Cliff Record, case 6l; Chao-chou's an-
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swer to a new monk's request for instruction: "Go wash your bowls"

Ul4 case 7l; Fdng-hsu€h's answer for how to express it beyond speech

or silence,[quoting from a poeml: "Ah, how I remember South Lake

in spring, The partridges crying and the flowers fragrant"lM, case24l.

4. nant6lWiS difficult to penetratel: The English rendering says it
all. Examples: Wu-tsu's "A water buffalo's horns, head, and body have

passed through the window. Why can't it's tail pass through?"[-&d case

381; "The old woman burns down the hermitage"lShfrmon Katti-shfr,

case 1621; "Mondd on Nan-ch'iian's death" I Shfr.mon Katt6-shfr, case 282];

"Po-chang and the fox"[M, 2]; Ts'ui-yen's "All summer long I've been

talking to you monks; look and see if I have any eyebrows left."lTalk-
ing too much was believed to make one's eyebrows fall out.lPao-fu com-

mented on this, "The thief's heart is cowardly." Ch'ang-ching added,

"Grown." Yun-men "sealed the case" with his renowned, "Barierl."lThe
Blue Cliff Record, case 81.

As mentioned, these are f.ar from systematic classifications:

Chao-chou's "Go wash your bowls" can be both a kikanlZen activityJ

and a gonsezlinvestigating through wordsl; Yun-men's "A dry'piece of

shit!" can be both a hosshinlDharma bodyland a gonsenlinvestigat-

ing through wordsl.
There are many other groups of koan, including the five ranks of

Tung-shan, the ten precepts, and the kdjilfrlL non-attachmentl, which

are sometimes classified as a kind of koan and sometimes simply a

description of koan in general in the sense that one continues to tran-

scend one's attainment without attaching to it. There's also a final bar-

rierl*1*a$ffi/o-6|,/DtJl, which I'll return to in a moment. Ex-

amples of this final barrier: "Express The Record of Lin-chiin one word!";

Po-yiin's lHakuun E €; 1025-1072] statement to Wu-tsu Fa-yen iGoso H6en

a&iEiF; I0D4?-Il04l: "Several monks came from another mountain; all

attain satori and give good sermons; when asked about the koan they

answer cleady; when commenting on Zen stories they do well. Still, I
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think they lack something." (This is also considered a typical nant6ldif.-

ficult to penetratel and k6jdlnon-attachmentl koan.)"

By viewing the koan as problem, challenge, probe, and expression,

one of the things I am trying to reveal is a bit more of the inner dy-

namics; so, for enample I make little of the difference between kikanlZen

activityl and gonsenlinvestigating through wordsl; they're both expres'

sion. I am also trying to clarify the sense in which there are "two sides"

of the koan; as problem-from the side of the struggling practition-

er; and as positive expression-from the side of awakening. There are

many other possible ways of viewing koan; I look forward to your in-
put.

HAKUIN'S LIFE: PUTTING SOME SKIN ON THE BONES

Thanks to both first and second hand accounts of the life of Hakuin

EkakulFffiffi#; 1686-17691, we can finally start to see the Zen strug-

gle in the context of a flesh and blood human like ourselves. Hakuin

was, however, a bold storyteller who had no qualms about sacrific-

ing historicity for drama. There's also a good deal of forgetfulness and

slips of memory in his later years, so we do need to take his portrayals

with a grain of salt. (By the way, both D. T. Suzuki and Shin'ichi Hisamat-

su read Hakuin when they were young.)

As a young child about seven, Hakuin heard a Buddhist sermon by

a Nichiren priest which described in frightening detail the sufferings

of the eight burning hells. Hakuin was mortified. Later he was tak-

ing a bath with his mother when he saw the flames leaping about him

and felt the hot water in the tub rumble from the flames heating it
below: he let out a piercing scream! He was sure this was to be his

fate, so he determined to become a monk and finally was able to at

around fifteen: someone, he believed, who fire cannot burn and wa-

ter cannot drown. In his sixteenth year Hakuin read The Lotus Su'

fra hoping to find an entrance, but was disappointed with it, think-
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ing all it offered was karmic legends.

Hakuin took up Zen but his faith was crushed when, in his nine-

teenth year, he read a story of a renowned Chinese Zen master (Gantd

in Japanese) who let out a tremendous scream when murdered by ban-

dits. If a great Zen master died in such an ignoble manner, thought

Hakuin, then what good is all this Zen practice?! He despaired: If Zen

is worthless and there's really no way to be saved, might as well get

some pleasure out of worldly pursuits. Thus he took up the study of

literature and calligraphy, which was so important for his later devel-

opment.

Obviously still in inner turmr>il, he decided one day to let fate de-

cide his path, and picked up a book that was part of a collection be-

ing aired out. It was the above-quoted. Whips to Driue You Through the

Zen Barrier. (This work also had a profound influence on D.T. Suzuki.)

Hakuin opened to the section which describes how a monk stabbed him-

self with an awl to keep himself awake during long periods of zazen.

Needless to say, it aroused Hakuin's mettle. He states that this work

then became his "constant companion."

He pursued Zen practice intensely and had his first deep insight in

his twenty-fourth year while working on Chao-chou's " W?,L" It was trig-
gered upon hearing the sound of a distant bell at midnight. He cried

out in joy: "Old Gant6 is alive and well!" (referring to the old mas-

ter killed by bandits). He states, in a supplement of a letter to a Nichiren

nun, that all his former doubts vanished and he then exclaimed: "The

1,700 koan handed down from the past have not the slightest value what-

soever." His immense joy, however, gradually dissolved into enor-

mous pride. (One important reason for continuing sustained and vig-

orous practice!)

Fortunately he eventually met Sh6ju R6jinlE*.2^, aka D6ky6 Etan;

l%2-l72ll, the man who was to become "his master." Sh6ju asks Hakuin

about Chao-chou's " Wu,." Hakuin's smug retort: "There's no way to touch
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it with hand or foot." Sh6ju grabs Hakuin's nose and gives it a good

hard push: "How's that for a firm touch!" Sh6ju then berates him se-

verely for his attachment to his present state and calls him "You

hole-dwelling devil!" (Hakuin states that Sh6ju often hit him with his

fists and at one point pushed him off the veranda.) Sh6ju urges him
to work on further koan, such as "Mond6 on Nan-ch'iian's death,"

Yun-men's "A dry piece of shit!" and Wu-tsu's "Water btrffalo pass-

ing through the window" (all mentioned above). Hakuin practices in-

tensely, is out begging one day and virtually loses consciousness of things

around him, so absorbed is he in koan samadhi. Then he gets knock-

ed over; when consciousness returns he realizes he has spontane-

ously penetrated those "impenetrable" koan, "right to the root."

From then on Sh6ju's attitude toward Hakuin changes completely,

although Sh6ju reminds him: "Firmly resolve never to be satisfied with
little, and devote your efforts now to after-satoril1'rk'Elpractice." Sh6ju

adds, according to Hakuin, that there is also a difficult, final barri-

er, and declares, "The more you realize the harder you must strive."36

By the way, Sh6ju greatly admired a certain Tang master and fol-

lowed his eccentric lifestyle. Who do you think that was? Mu-chou. (As

we've already seen, according to the records, Mu-chou was the disci-

ple of Huang-po who played a decisive role in the awakenings of Lin-chi

and Yun-men, and who first used the term genjdk6an.)

With the present fascination in the West for Dharma transmission

and certification, it should be mentioned that Hakuin stayed with Sh6ju

less than a year and probably did not receive any formal sanction him-

self.

Hakuin continues rigorous practice; for example, a seven-day re-

treat with one other monk where they sit the entire week facing each

other with a bamboo slat between them, so if one dozes off the oth-

er immediately strikes him. He states that not once was the bamboo

slat used. Hakuin has many other insights and realizations. But it's not
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over yet; he still has to break through that final barrier.

Around his fortieth year Hakuin reread The Lotus Sutra (which he

had dispensed with in his youth, thinking it offered little more than

legendary tales of cause and effect) and realized its true worth with
an even deeper awakening:

Teardrops began cascading down my face like two strings

of beads-they came like beans pouring from a ruptured
sack. A loud involuntary cry burst from the depths of my

being and I began sobbing uncontrollably. And as I did,

I knew without any doubt that what I had realized in all

those satoris I had experienced, what I had grasped in my

understanding of those koantE#ll had passed-had all

been totally mistaken. I was finally able to penetrate the

source of the free, enlightened activity that permeatedlmy

teacherJSh6ju's daily life.37

Now, what is this "final barrier"? According to Hakuin, one must break

through "all the other unsolvable, impassable koan, one by one. Even

then, a final, difficult barrier still remains."38 To explain: If one gives

oneself up completely to struggling with a koan, eventually an open-

ing will occur. But one must then be able to truly and freely work out

of that insight without being attached-even to nonattachment, in oth-

er words, to get rid of any trace of attainment, and thus to dwell in
complete egolessness right smack dab in the midst of this world, with-
out missing a beat. This is the Zen understanding of The Vimalakir-

ti Sutra's statement "Realizing the affairs of an ordinary person/ With-
out abandoning the Dharma-Way." The closing line in the closing verse

for the five ranks of Tung-shan calls it, "Finally returning to sit at ease

among the dust and ashes."3e

Can you hear this in the following expression by Hakuin, describ-
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ing life around him:

In the temple kitchen, piled with greens, the chopping blade

is thin and worn. By the furnace-side, at the autumn burn-

ing, the fire tongs are busy.no

There's not the slightest smell of satori here. And those terrifying flames

that had tortured young Hakuin? Now they're quietly doing their job;

no big deal. And yet, this is not mere secular literature; Hakuin's pro-

found awakening is shining through here with a mature luster all its oum.

It's extremely suggestive to compare this final barrier of koan Zen

with D6gen's approach. For example, in the "Genj6k6an" chapter of his

classic Shdb6genz6, D6gen writes: "All traces of awakening disappear,

and this traceless awakening continues on and on without end.."4r This

is D6gen's, S6t6 Zen's, final barrier, if I may put it that way. But note

where Ddgen put it "Genj6k6an," from which this is taken, is the open-

ing chapter of his magnum opus! Indeed, this is not just something that
emerges finally, after long, long, years of training. It's the end-and the

fuginning-oL true Zen practice. Here Rinzai and S6t6 reveal their com-

mon source and join hands, even as they develop apparently oppos-

ing approaches.

To return to Hakuin: In his own teaching, to achieve the initial break-

through, Hakuin eventually replaced the " Wu" koan with his own koan,

'What is the sound of the single hand?" He first mentions it in writ-
ing in his sixty-fifth year (1749). There he explains it in terms of Kan-

rcn BosqtsulAualokitasaara, Bodhisattua of great compassion who has

innumerable hands and eyesJ: "By Kannon Bosatsu is meant the con-

teinplation of sounds, and that is what I mean by[hearing]the sound

of the single hand."o' Commentators have also pointed out the sim-

ilari$ to Hsueh-tou's remark in case eighteen of The Blue Cliff Re-

ord.'A single hand does not make random sound."
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Hakuin's koan in context reads: "When two hands are put togeth-

er a sound comes forth. What is the sound of the single hand?" The

"W?,r." kaan in context: "A monk asked Chao-chou whether this dog has

the Buddha-nature or not. The master answered 'Wut'l'No, it doesn't']

Now, what is 'Wu'? or Be 'Wut'' Can you see an important differ-

ence between this koan and Hakuin's single hand koan?

W'ith Hakuin's koan there's no Buddhist reference at all. The "Wu"

koan had become, after hundreds of years, a loaded term by Hak'in's
time. It was often handled improperly, ieading to blank inactivity and

"dead sitting," or to random speculation due to "metaphysical" inter-
pretations that had grown up around it. Again, look at Hakuin's ovm

experience! Thus he states repeatedly that with his single hand koan

it is easier to arouse the great doubt.

Hakuin was not, however, an absolutist when it came to koan prac-

tice (ie, You can only enter the Zen way through koan practie)- He

strongly recommends it of course, but his mention of the ooflrmoner

Heishiro is instructive here. In his "R6hatsu Exhortations" Hakuin tells

this story as an example of great courage and determination: After carv-

ing a stone Buddha and placing it near a waterfall, Heishiro sudden-

ly realizes the impermanence of all things while watching bubbles on

the surtace of a stream. Soon after, he happens to hear someone read-

ing some Zen words aloud, and determines to get to the bottom of things.

He locks himself in a small room, and sits erect with eyes wide open

for three days and nights. He gains a deep insight but isn't fully aware

of it until he happens to visit Hakuin at someone's urging. On the way

to Hakuin's temple, Heishiro gains an even deeper insight and, accord-

ing to Hakuin: "Excitedly, he came to my dokusan room and immedi
ately passed several koan." Hakuin continues: "Now let us remem-

ber that Heishiro was just an ordinary man. He knew nothing of Zen

nor had he practiced formal zazen."43

I can't help throwing in a bit of Hakuin's comments on The Heart
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Sutra here, to give you a sense of Hakuin at the flush of his powers.

The Heart Sutra is the sttra in Zen: at T6fukuji, where I practice with

the monks, it's chanted three times before eating the morning meal-
and that's at 4am! Here is Hakuin's comment on the renowned heart

of The Heart Sutra. the expression "Form is no different from Empti-

ness; Emptiness no different from form" lshiki soku ze kn, kfr soka ze

shihil:

A nice hot kettle of stew, and helKannonlplops a cou-

ple of rat turds in and ruins it. It's no good pushing

delicacies at a man with a full belly. Striking aside waves

to look for water when the waves are water!

To give a sense of his poetic powers (and the need to really chew on,

chew through, koan), here are a few lines in verse from the same com-

mentary:

....don't try to tell me my poems are too hard-
Face it, the problem is your own Eyeless state.

When you come to a word you don't understand, quick

Bite it at once! Chew it right to the pith!

Once you're soaked to the bone with death's cold sweat,

All the koan Zen has are yanked up, root and stem....aa

TFIE PRESENT KOAN SYSTEM

In Hakuin's own religious struggle we can clearly see the impor-

tance of an initial breakthrough, followed by further intensive prac-

tice with koan under a master to deepen and clarify, to "pull up the

nails and knock out the wedges" and to keep from falling into the "devil's

cave" or getting attached to one's attainment, however unsurpas-

sable it may seem at the time. He also emphasized a final barrier.
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None of this seems to be new with Hakuin though, as he often puts

statements about these things in the mouth of his master, Sh6ju R6jin.

Similar sentiments could undoubtedly be traced back centuries ear-

lier. Hakuin did not create the contemporary koan system; perhaps it
is more accurate to say that he breathed life back into a dying and

in some cases utterly comrpt, loosely organized koan practice. He helped

to give it a focus and order that his Dharma descendants brought to
fruition.

While Hakuin does repeatedly stress the need to gain an initial awak-

ening through struggling with a koan and then go through a lengthy
period of practice with other more complex koan, there's no hint in his

writings of a detailed koan system like the present one. While "1,700

koan" does refer to the number of people mentioned in The Ching-t/
Transmission of the Flame, if one includes all the follow-up koan, there
are a good three thousand in one of the contemporary Takujri lines!

Hakuin's Dharma descendants must have filled in the detail. Mod-

ern Japanese Rinzai Zen has been called koan Zen and also Hakuin

Zen; I think post-Hakuin Zen is more accurate. One gets the impres-

sion that Hakuin's Dharma descendants were so bent on preserving the

tradition that they were incapable of throwing anything out!

It's worth noting that both Ta-hui and Hakuin, two of the most im-
portant figures in the development of koan Zen, emphasized great

doubt-great awakening, yet in the same breath are said to have spo-

ken of "Eighteen great satoris, small ones too numerous to count" [t
E*;1.4,82o&tfgDfl. There should be a clear and decisive awak-

ening; further practice, however, is still necessary. Both aspects are clear-

ly reflected in the life-struggles of Ta-hui and Hakuin. The kernel of
the present koan system is found here.'this koan system is not so dif-
ferent from earlier practices; but it is more systematized, more explic-

it, in a sense more self-conscious. Only one great breakthrough is of-

ten emphasized. in the texts about Tang masters (although they were
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often compiled hundreds of years after the master's death). Still, if you

look carefully there's almost invariably further insights, clarifica-

tions, etc. (Hisamatsu's once-and-for-allness is a useful sounding board

here. We will look at his views below.)

Hakuin's disciple T6rei Enji[FHH*; 7727-1792]wrote in his Des-

course on the Inexhaustible Flarne of the Zen Schoot "Barriers were set

up to check what has been attained; this is the purpose of koan."as But
it was through another of Hakuin's heirs, Gasan Jit6U&tll*+f ;1727-17971,

that the present koan system comes down to us. For it was through
his two Dharma heirs, Inzan Ien[[,St!ffitlt; 1751-1814land Takujrl Kosen

t€ill'|ffi€; 1760-1833lthat the "system" was split into two and solidified
into its present form. The Inzan line is said to have remained large-

ly the way lnzan received it, to be the more dynamic, and more liber-

al in choosing koan to fit the circumstances or individual. The Takujt
line is said to have been modified somewhat by TakujO (thus either
to have strayed from the straight and narrow, or to have creatiuely

deueloped-depending on one's outlook), and to be more detailed and

meticulous. For example, the Inzan masters tend to take koan from a

variety of sources, including many from the koan collection com-

piled in Japan, ShAmon Katt6-shfr.. The Takuj0 masters tend to go right
through a text from first to last, often with many follow-up koan. How-

ever, each master naturally brings his own character and style, which

is at least as important as the relatively minor differences of the Inzan

and Takujri lines.a6

With initial koan, usually Chao-cholJ's "Wt" or Hakuin's single hand,

every possible form and facade that the disciple brings to the pri-

vate interview is systematically stripped away. The disciple may try to
express his understanding through affirmation or negation, through
speaking or silence, action or stillness. The master rejects them all with
a ring of his handbell, indicating the present encounter is over and call-

ing the next disciple to enter. The disciple may try to act spontane-
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ously or emote. The master naturally rejects this as well, although he

may offer a word of advice or encouragement, occasionally a razor-sharp

remark to undercut the disciple's unconscious attactrment. The disci-
ple will eventually despair of all attempts-through intellect, will or emo-

tion. Yet the master is still there, waiting: like a brick wall he does not

budge. The present koan method is, in a sense, a calculated ploy to
help the disciple break through. It is a svstematic development to help

others awaken, although compared with Mu-chou's approach it inevitab-
ly looks like it is watered down.

To give a general overview based on the Takujri line of Rinzu Zen;

The disciple begins with Chao-chou's " Wu" -What is Wu] Then there

are about one hundred follow-up koan such as, What is the state of

mind of Wd Talk about Wu to a baby! What is the origin of Wtl etc.

These can be seen as probes, to clarify the initial breakthrough; as T6rei

said: "....to check what has been attained; this is the purpose of koan."
Then there is Hakuin's sound of the single hand, again with about

one hundred follow-up koan. " Wu" and the single hand are the two

basic koan that give one an entrance into the Zen world, so to speak.
'Ihen one goes through in order, often with a number of follow-up

koan, collections beginning with the Mumonkan (Gateless Barrie4 actu-

ally beginning now with the second case because the first case,

Chao-chou's " Wu," has already been done), then some cases from a koan

collection assembled in Japan, the Shfi,mon Katt6-shfr., then, again, in

order and often with many follow-up koan, The Blue Cffi Record, etc.

For the koan of course, one must come up with his or her own an-

swer. But after completing a koan, one often must "sum it up" by find-
ing an appropriate capping phrase from a Zen phrase book (not one's

own expression). This attunes one with the rich poetic heritage of Zen.

When one's response to a koan is finally accepted by the master in
the private interview, the master then presents the "traditional an-

swer." Seeing this live presentation of the traditional answer allows the
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disciple to see where his or her own response may have been a bit weak

or unclear. The student then begins work on the next koan.

PROBLEMS WITH THE PRESENT KOAN SYSTEM

Bankei Y6taku[#*l<$.;7622-1693]provides valuable insight into the

dangers of incorrect koan practice. Further, his own accounts of his

struggle and awakening to the "unborn" are a precious record of a "pure"
practice with one's own natural, burning koan-problem.

Bankei criticizes the masters of his time for their dependence on "old

tools" (inclu-ding koan), and for trnng to force the great doubt block

down people's throats:

In recent times, wherever you go you find that Zen

teachers use "old tools" when they deal with pupils. They

seem to think they can't do the job without them. They're

unable to teach directly, by thrusting themselves forward

and confronting students without their tools. Those eye-

less bonzes with their "tool Zen" - if they don't have their
implements to help them, they aren't up to handling peo-

ple.

What's worse, they tell practicers that unless they can

raise a "great doubt block" and then break through it, there

can't be any progress in Zen. Instead of teaching them to
live by the unborn Buddha-mind, they start by forcing them

to raise this doubt block any way they can. People who don't

have a doubt are now saddled with one. They've turned

their Buddha-minds into "blocks of doubt." It's abso-

lutely wrong.aT

Another valuable lesson we can learn from Bankei is his stress on

using one's own everyday language, rather than specialized terms from
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a foreign idiom. This tendency to use the common language became

a hallmark of Tang Zen; Bankei tried to revive it almost a thousand
years later to promote the use of everyday Japanese rather than strug-
gling with the technical terms and Sino-Japanese that Zen is preserved

in to this day.a8

Things change slowly in Japan, where "tradition bound," in its most

literal sense, is often taken as a sure sign of authenticity. So much en-

ergy is spent preserving and maintaining; precious little seems left to
apply to other problems. Japanese monks entering the monastery now-

adays are sometimes unable to understand the master's remarks in the
personal interview. (Remarks that are a strange kind of medieval

Sino-Japanese). Then they have to ask a senior monk to explain what

the master said. So much for the immediate effect of. that encoun-

ter! You can imagine the linguistic difficulty for westerners.

The structure and hierarchy that defined every facet of Japanese so-

ciety in the Tokugawa Period (i603-1867) permeated Zen monastic life
as well. To a large extent it still does. Monastic life became highly styl-

ized and formalized. This is typified in the rigidlv fixed and secre-

tive Inzan and Takuj0 koan systems that we have today. They have

been handed down for about seven generations now with no substan-

tial adaptation. Well, occasionally riding a horse gets changed to rid-

ing a bus, but that's about it.
This is how the prolific translator Jonathan Christopher Cleary sees

it:

At a certain stage of the decline of Buddhism in Ja-

pan, so-called koan study became a routinized method of
gaining certification within a rigidly institutionalized form

of state-supervised "Zen." The real liberating use of koan

has nothing in common with the ritualized teacher-student

interview formats and concept of "passing koan" carried
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on like a form of mummery. This institutional deteri-

oration of Zen in Japan led debunkers to come out with
books that claimed to reveal "the right answers" to the

koan-meaning the standardized answers that the in-

mates of these institutions holding the office of teacher

would accept to pass the student. It is indeed appalling to

find that this travesty of koan study is still being car-

ried on in various imitation-Zen groups even today.ae

I don't know where, or even if, J. C. Cleary practiced Japanese koan

Zen; but we fellow "inmates" should listen carefully to such criticisms.

Without getting down to the problem ourselves, koan study can, and

sometimes does, degenerate into this kind of thing.

The Zen scholar Bernard Faure has already shown how ambiv-

alent D. T. Suzuki was toward the koan.so If we look at Suzuki's

autobiographical essay "Early Memories," we can see this attituds Koan

were helpful indeed, but the real motive force must come from out of
oneself. It's true; there's no magic to the koan system. It is a kind of

necessary evil. Suzuki often addresses the cormption that Japanese koan

Zen is subject to. For example:

When...it comes to resemble the fixed gestures and pat-

terned moves learned in a fencing class, Zen ceases to be

Zen. At times patterns work well and are useful. And they

do have the virtue of universal curency. But by that alone

no living thing is produced. I suppose, though, there are

some who even find enjoyment in such a counterfeit, life-

less thing, much as they would divert themselves with games

of chess or mahjong.tt

A year before Suzuki passed away in his ninety-sixth year, he wrote
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the following as part of a preface to a book on koan practice:

The Zen sect is spoken of as something of great profun-

dity, but in reality maybe it is better called a web of lies.

With koan, you can imagine to what extent Zen is a mat-

ter of startling people by shouting in a vacuous voice and

making bizarre, frightening gestures.t'

Turning now to Shin'ichi l{isamatsu and his autobiographical es-

say, "Memories of My Academic Life," we can see many similarities
to Suzuki's "Early Memories," and also some significant differences. Both

emphasize the necessity of being driven to the limit before one can break

through, a central theme that runs through much Zen literature. But
note how Hisamatsu refuses any hint of a further awakening, while

Suzuki emphasizes that he had a "greater depth of realization" when

the Zen phrase "The elbow does not bend outwards" suddenly be-

came clear. This resolved the problem of freedom and necessity that
had plagued Suzuki since childhood.'3 Such an emphasis on becom-

ing fully conscious of one's experience is an important theme in Suzuki's

Zen, and is also an element in koan practice today.

Hisamatsu, however, emphasizes the totality and completeness of his

existential plight-and the totality and completeness of his awak-

ening. Elsewhere he criticizes contemporary koan Zen by comparing it
to trying to draw a circle by connecting the dots; what you may end

up with is a warped polygon rather than a full and complete circle-
which can only really be drawn at once. A suggestive critique which

emphasizes the totality and thoroughness of the breakthrough rather

than the long, drawn out process of koan training:

In koan practice as it is employed in Zen today, it seems

to me that the approach resembles the effort to approx-
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imate a circle by forever increasing the number of sides

of a polygon. Not only will you fail to emerge with a cir-

cle, this kind of thinking can actively interfere with your
practice, in that it prevents your drawing the circle all at

once. The same kind of thing is found in many of the ser-

mons and talks given in the Zenworld, these days-you are

told to carry your training forward step by step, or to count

off so many koan, or some such. Go ahead and count off
a thousand, ten thousand koan-any satori you achieve by

doing so is not immediatel@lawakening any more, it's not

the immediate that I'm talking about. No matter how you

look at it, you are dealing with gradual [M] awakening. It
is important for Zen at the present time that we keep this
matter of immediate awakening in mind, the idea that satori

is reached once and for all.5a

In response to this gradual process, often disparagtngly called "Up-

theJadder Zen," Hisamatsu emphasized the fundamental koan: "When

nothing whatever will do, what do you do?" With this explicit and uni-

versally applicable formulation he tried to circumvent the tendency to
get stuck on particularity with set koan and to drive the person to the

end, once and for all. This was Hisamatsu's "direct pointing," his

"short-cut method." A precious corrective for koan practice today, the

world over.

Hisamatsu's approach is neither unique nor new though; it is a re-

turn to the uncompromising and thoroughgoing "Zen" of teachers like
Mu-chou, although with a decidedly modern and explicit tone. In-

deed, there's a long history of similar statements that approach

Hisamatsu's fundamental koan: Suzuki hinted at something like this
when he interpreted the historical Buddha's situation under the Bodhi

tree as "What do I do?!" Shih-t'ou Hsi-ch'ienlSekit6 Kisen a@frE;
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700-790], when asked what Zen's "direct pointing" was, supposedly said:
"This way will not do, and any other way will not do either. No way,

neither this way nor any other way will do. What do you do?" Wu-tsu
Fa-yen|Goso H6en Et9*tsH;1024?-1104), commented on Chao-chou's " W0!)':

"....I don't ask you to say it is or it isn't, nor to say that it neither is
nor isn't; what do you say?" In the "ZenWarning"[ffiffi]found in the
appendix of some versions of the Mumonkan and attributed to the au-

thor, Wu-mdn Hui-k'ai[Mumon Ekai ftF5HFE; 1183-1260]:

If one proceeds, he will go astray from the principle. If one

retreats, he will be against the Truth. If one neither progres-

ses nor retreats, he is a dead man breathing. Now tell me,

what will you do?us

Although we could add innumerable other criticisms by scholars writ-
ing about contemporary koan practice, there's really no need to look
outside the tradition at all: the most devastating lambasts come from
the very heart of the Zen tradition! For example, the problem of koan
practice degenerating into mere imitation has been with us since the
beginning-and it has been criticized by the great Zen masters since

then. Remember what Lin-chi and Yun-men said about the koan ad-

dicts of their time. Suzuki and Hisamatsu also are criticizing what they
have gone through themselves, albeit as laymen; they're not standing
outside as mere scholars or critics of. Zen when they say these things.
Neither am I. A thoroughly cntical- self-critical-spiit arising from with-
in the Zen school itself is, I believe, necessary again. With this, a liv-
ing and vital Zen Buddhism in an international setting can emerge. In-
deed, the se.eds of a koan practice appropriate for the contemporary
west are naturally developing out of our struggles.
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IN CONCLUSION

What is a koan? Nampo J6mvdiffiiffiffiEE; 1235-1308, aka Dai6 Kokushil -
the early Japanese Zen master and teacher of Dait6 Kokushi, stated:

Although the number of koan is said to be only one thou-

sand seven hundred, actually the mountains and rivers, the
great earth, the grasses and trees, the forests-whatever is

seen by the eyes, whatever is heard by the ears-all of these

are koan.t6

Hakuin, in a letter to the governor of Settsu Province, wrote:

What is true meditation? It is to make everything: cough-

ing, swallowing, waving the arms, motion, stillness, words,

action, the evil and the good, prosperity and shame, gain

and loss, right and wrong, into one single koan.ut

Bankei, when asked about the koan of the triple invalid (visually,

auditorily, and verbally challenged?), responded:

....Right at this instant you are not a triple invalid, so in-

stead of trying to be one-which would be very difficult
in any case-please, get to the bottom of your own selflt*

I hope these lectures have helped to show that the self-contradiction

of the self must be realized in/as the koan for the koan to take ef-

fect. Koan as a problem is the contradiction that I am, the living and

existential self-contradiction of my rrery be-ing-as something, anyth-

ing. At the same time, a koan as genuine expression is not a prob-

lematic contradiction at all; it's now my very be-ing, freed from this
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self-contradiction, as a positive and genuine expression in word, deed,

and action. Thus, koan can take the form of explicit self-contradiction

as well as utter cornformity with things as they are. ("Willows are not

green, flowers are not red." "Willows are green, flowers are red.") As

problem, the self-contradictory form serves to intensify this

self-contradiction (that I am); ie, no form whatsoever will do. But to tru-

ly grasp them as koan-to truly be them-both forms offer the same

difficulty! When this is genuinely resolved, as true seffexpression, any

form will do. This may sound confusing or nonsensical to the outsid-

er, but it's not easy for today's Japanese either: the colloquial e><pres-

sion, "Zen mond6 mitaf'lLike aZen mond6, aZen dialogue]means some-

thing completely incomprehensible! What I'm trying to do is make it
as simple and clear as possible and at the same time remain authen-

tic.

I think you can now see what I meant in the beginning when I sug-

gested that koan are, in a sense, an im-mediate expression of awak-

ening and a superlative religious heritage. And also why we must rec-

ognize that they are, at times, reduced to hollow shells. The fault is

not in the koan, but in the way they are used. We must grasp them

from within, as our own living and most vital froblem-challenge, and

genuinely use them to probe and express what is discovered. Only then

do they truly reveal their precious treasure, which is nothing other than

our own true self, our formless self.

Finally: What if this whole koan system had never been developed?

What if Chao-chou had never said "Wu"? What if Shakyamuni had nev-

er come down from the mountain? The koan that remains is the true

one; honestly and sincerely looking within right here and now, that's where

to start. And this is where I end. Thank you.
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